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Encoding of Vibrissal Active Touch

conducted using moving stimuli applied to stationary,Marcin Szwed, Knarik Bagdasarian,
passive whiskers (Gibson and Welker, 1983; Lichtensteinand Ehud Ahissar*
et al., 1990; Shoykhet et al., 2000; Zucker and Welker,Department of Neurobiology
1969). These studies demonstrated that NV neurons ex-The Weizmann Institute
hibit either rapidly (RA) or slowly (SA) adapting responsesRehovot 76100
to sustained whisker deflections, respond differently toIsrael
different directions of whisker movements, and have
different velocity sensitivities. However, during active
touch, as opposed to passive touch, the forces operatingSummary
on the mechanoreceptors in the FSC are determined
not only by the forces operating on the external shaftMammals acquire much of their sensory information
of the whisker but also by the forces exerted on the FSCby actively moving their sensory organs. Yet, the prin-
by the intrinsic muscles. The effect of these latter forcesciples of encoding by active sensing are not known.
on vibrissal encoding was not evaluated so far, as accu-Here we investigated the encoding principles of active
rate stimulus control with behaving rats is extremely dif-touch by rat whiskers (vibrissae). We induced artificial
ficult.whisking in anesthetized rats and recorded from first-

Encoding of sensory events during active touch wasorder neurons in the trigeminal ganglion. During active
previously investigated only once. In that pioneeringtouch, first-order trigeminal neurons presented a rich
study, Zucker and Welker introduced a method for in-repertoire of responses, which could not be inferred
vestigating active sensing in anesthetized rats (Zuckerfrom their responses to passive deflection stimuli. Indi-
and Welker, 1969). With this method, referred to herevidual neurons encoded four specific events: whisking,
as “artificial whisking,” muscle-driven whisking-like move-contact with object, pressure against object, and de-
ments are induced by applying electrical stimulation totachment from object. Whisking-responsive neurons
the facial motor nerve (Brown and Waite, 1974). Zuckerfired at specific deflection angles, reporting the actual
and Welker observed that presenting an object in thewhiskers’ position with high precision. Touch-respon-
whisking path increased the number of responsive neu-sive neurons encoded the horizontal coordinate of ob-
rons and that the temporal reliability of the generatedjects’ position by spike timing. These findings suggest
spike patterns was high. However, they did not conducttwo specific encoding-decoding schemes for hori-
quantitative measurements of responses to active touchzontal object position in the vibrissal system.
and did not study the principles of active encoding.

Here we used the artificial whisking paradigm, withIntroduction
online spike sorting to eliminate stimulation artifacts and
fast video recording to monitor whisker movement. WeTouch and vision are active processes (Ahissar and Arieli,
first examined what information is conveyed by first-2001). Eyes, fingers, and whiskers move as they scan
order neurons during an active touch cycle. Then, wethe external world and palpate objects. These move-
investigated how first-order neurons encode a specificments of the sensory organs determine the nature of
external variable—the horizontal coordinate of an ob-

the sensory input. Yet, the principles underlying sensory
ject’s position.

encoding have not been characterized so far under ac-
tive conditions.

Results
The vibrissal system of the rat is a convenient model

for studying active sensing (Brecht et al., 1997; Carvell We induced trains of artificial whisking at 5 and 8 Hz by
and Simons, 1990; Fanselow and Nicolelis, 1999; Gao stimulating the facial motor nerve and tracked move-
et al., 2001; Hattox et al., 2002; Kelly et al., 1999; Kleinfeld ment trajectories with a fast digital video camera (1000
et al., 1999, 2002; Krupa et al., 2001; Nicolelis et al., frames/s [fps]) (see Experimental Procedures). The am-
1995; O’Connor et al., 2002; Prigg et al., 2002). To detect, plitudes of whisking movements ranged from 11.5� to
localize, and perceive objects, rats scan the environ- 49.1� (median � 22.3�). Within a whisking train, the shape
ment with their whiskers at about five to ten sweeps and velocity of whisker movement was constant, with
(“whisks”) per second (Carvell and Simons, 1990; Welker, a slight increase (�10%) in both resting and protracted
1964). The mechanical interactions between each mov- positions during the first three whisking cycles (Figure
ing whisker and the environment is sensed by thousands 1B). When an object was introduced in a whisker’s path
of mechanoreceptors situated around the follicle-sinus (Figure 1A), the whisker touched it, pressed, bent, and
complex (FSC) (Ebara et al., 2002; Rice et al., 1986), which then when the electrical stimulation stopped, bent back
provide input to 150–400 neurons in the trigeminal gan- and retracted (Figure 1C). Times and angles of whisker-
glion (NV) (Lichtenstein et al., 1990; Pali et al., 2000; object contact were measured from recorded video
Tracey and Waite, 1995). These neurons constitute the frames (see Experimental Procedures).
input stage of the vibrissal system.

Classical studies on encoding by NV neurons were Neuronal Responses in NV
We recorded extracellularly from 80 NV neurons in ure-
thane-anesthetised rats (see Experimental Procedures).*Correspondence: ehud.ahissar@weizmann.ac.il
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Figure 1. Artificial Whisking

(A) Experimental design. The rat whisks at an
object (black dot). For clarity, only one whisker
is shown on each side.
(B) Whisker trajectory of an entire 5 Hz artifi-
cial free-air whisking trial. Thick horizontal bar
denotes one whisking cycle.
(C) Four video frames of a whisker resting,
touching the object, bending, and retracting
(from left to right). Numbers denote time
elapsed from whisking onset. Images were
stretched horizontally by 50% for clarity.

All units could be driven by manual stimulation of one object. “Detach cells” (n � 6) fired only when the whisker
started to retract and detach from the object. “Contact/of the large whiskers of the mystacial pad, and all had

single whisker receptive fields. Of these 80 neurons, 61% Detach cells” (n � 5; shown in Figure 2 panels B and C
only) exhibited two response components, one like thatdisplayed no spontaneous activity. The other 39% fired

spontaneously at low rates (0.177 � 0.137 spikes/s, of Contact cells and one like that of Detach cells. Pres-
sure cells differed from the remaining Touch cells bothmean � SD).

We classified these 80 neurons into four distinct cate- in response duration (Figure 2B) and response latency
(p � 0.0001, Mann-Whitney test, see Table 1 for details).gories, according to their responses to whisking in air

and against an object (Table 1). “Touch cells” (n � 30) Whisking cells responded only to whisking. These
cells (n � 14) fired the same way regardless of whetherresponded only when the whisker touched the object.

“Whisking cells” (n � 14) responded only to whisking or not the whisker touched an object (Figure 3A). Five
whisking cells exhibited short, phasic responses (�20itself. “Whisking/Touch cells” (n � 15) responded both

when the whisker touched the object and to whisking ms; inset of Figure 3A, orange) and nine exhibited long,
tonic responses (�80 ms; magenta). Figure 3C depictsitself. “High Threshold cells” (n � 21) responded to pas-

sively applied rapid deflections (“passive stimulation”) raster plots of three phasic and one tonic Whisking cells
(from left to right), plotted against time.but not to touch or whisking.

Whisking/Touch cells (n � 15) responded both to
whisking and to touch (Figure 3B). When an object wasTouch and Whisking Cells

Touch cells did not respond to whisking in air and fired present in the whisker’s path, these cells fired upon
whisking onset and fired additional spikes upon touchonly upon contact with an object. They could be further

divided into subpopulations that became active at differ- (Figure 3B, red). During free-air whisking, three Whisking/
Touch cells exhibited long, tonic (�80 ms; inset of Figureent phases of the whisking cycle (Figures 2A and 2C).

“Contact cells” (n � 8) fired shortly after the whisker 3B, magenta) responses, and 12 cells exhibited short,
phasic (�40 ms; orange) responses. The majority (8 oftouched the object. “Pressure cells” (n � 11) also started

firing after contact but at longer delays and continued 12) of these phasic cells fired long, tonic bursts upon
touch (Figure 3B, red). The proportion of phasic/tonicto fire as long as the whisker was pressing against the

Table 1. Types of Trigeminal Ganglion Neuronal Responses

Passive Response
Type (%)a

Active Response
Type n SA RA Description of the Active Response Type Duration (ms)b Delay (ms)c

Touch 30 42% 58% Neurons respond only to touch and fire:
Contact 8 17% 83% Briefly right after whisker touches the object 16.4 � 8.8 2–5 (2)
Pressure 11 100% 0% Long trains as long as whisker presses at object 118.2 � 17.4 9–34 (15)
Detach 6 33% 67% Briefly when the whisker detaches from object 23.8 � 8.1 14–2 (8)
Contact/Detach 5 0% 100% Briefly both when whisker touches (�) and 14.6 � 2.0 (�) 2–4 (2) (�)

detaches (�) from object 15.5 � 8.2 (�) 27–6 (13)(�)
Whisking 14 50% 50% Neurons respond only to whisking 75.1 � 55.0 3–140 (25)
Whisking/Touch 15 28% 72% Neurons respond both to touch and whisking 36.8 � 44.3 2–102 (5)
High Threshold 21 40% 60% Neurons unresponsive to artificial whisking:

Respond only to strong mechanical stimulation
Total 80 40% 60%

a Passive response was tested for 62 of the 80 cells.
b Duration: Duration of the entire response (measured from the PSTH, as the period in which the response was larger than background activity),
at 5 Hz whisking and protraction duration of 100 ms; mean � SD.
c Delay: For Pressure and Contact cells and for contact responses of Contact/Detach cells, delays were calculated from the time of whisker-
object encounter until of half peak of the rising edge of the PSTH. For Detach cells and detach responses of Contact/Detach cells, delays
were calculated from the time of half peak of the rising edge of the PSTH to complete detachment of whisker from object. For Whisking cells,
delays were calculated from whisking onset. Ranges and (medians) are depicted.
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Figure 2. Touch Cells

(A) Average PSTHs of Contact (red, n � 8),
Pressure (magenta, n � 11), and Detach (or-
ange, n � 6) cells, triggered on whisker-object
contact. Vertical lines denote time of whisking
onset (w), touching of object by the whisker
(t), end of muscle contraction (e), and detach-
ment of whisker from object (d). w, e, and d
are population averages (touch occurred
6.5 � 4.7 ms after protraction onset, and de-
tachment occurred 43.1 � 3.3 ms after end of
muscle contraction). Modulation of Pressure
cells’ responses is a result of stimulus-locked
modulation (see Results).
(B) Histogram of response durations of indi-
vidual Touch cells (5 Hz whisking, 200 ms
long cycle): Pressure cells, magenta; Con-
tact, Detach, and Contact/Detach cells, or-
ange. For Contact/Detach cells (n � 5), the
contact and detach responses were treated
separately.
(C) Rasters (top panels) and PSTHs (bottom
panels), triggered upon whisking onset, of
(from left to right) a single Contact, Pressure,
Contact/Detach, and Detach cell, with (PSTH,
colored) and without (PSTH, black) an object
present. PSTHs represent averages over four
cycles in each trial.

cells and the response latencies differed for Whisking ward/backward deflections. We classified cells as slowly
adapting (SA) and rapidly adapting (RA) (for details, seeand Whisking/Touch cells (p � 0.04 and � 0.01, respec-

tively, Mann-Whitney, see Table 1 for details). Experimental Procedures). Thirty seven (60%) cells were
RA, and 25 (40%) were SA. Interestingly, the four typesTwo Whisking/Touch, two Whisking, three Pressure,

one Contact, and one Contact/Detach cells were re- of cells: Touch, Whisking, Whisking/Touch, and High
Threshold, contained similar proportions of RA and SAtested using the same protocol but with 8 Hz whisking

(protraction duration changed from 100 to 62.5 ms). Re- cells (p � 0.79, Kruskal-Wallis). Adaptivity could partially
predict the active response subtype. Among Touchsponse patterns and latencies of all cells remained un-

changed. For Touch cells tested with an object present, cells, Pressure cells were all SA, while Contact, Contact/
Detach, and Detach cells were predominantly RA (13/spike counts per cycle decreased at 8 Hz by 27% �

20%. For Whisking and Whisking/Touch cells tested 16; p � 0.01, Kruskal-Wallis). Among Whisking and
Whisking/Touch cells, tonic cells were more likely to beduring whisking in air, spike counts per cycle decreased

at 8 Hz by 28% � 19%. SA (5/8), while phasic cells were predominantly RA (8/9;
p � 0.036, Mann-Whitney). Table 1 contains percent-
ages of SA and RA cells in all cell types and subtypes.Responses to Passive Deflection Stimulation

As a first step toward a comparison between passive We also examined whether a cell’s response during
active whisking can be predicted by its sensitivity to theand active sensing, we also recorded, for 62 of the 80

neurons, responses to passive computer-controlled for- direction of passive deflection. For example, it might

Figure 3. Whisking and Whisking/Touch Cells

Average responses of (A) Whisking cells (n �

14) and (B) Whisking/Touch cells (n � 15) to
free-air whisking (black) and to whisking
against an object (red). Insets show the distri-
bution of response durations of these cells to
free-air whisking. Black line on x axis shows
duration of whisker protraction. (C) Three pha-
sic and one tonic Whisking cell (from left to
right)—raster plots during free-air whisking
triggered upon whisking onset plotted against
time. Dashed vertical lines denote protraction
onset and offset time.
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Figure 4. Encoding of Horizontal Object Po-
sition by a Contact/Detach Cell

(A) Trajectory of whisker movement deter-
mined from sequential video frames and an-
gular object positions (circles of various col-
ors) projected onto that trajectory. Contact
times are indicated by dashed lines.
(B) Superimposed samples of the cell’s spike
(red, n � 16). Blue marks indicate the sort-
ing template.
(C) Raster plots of single spikes during 24
trials in which the object (vertical pole) was
absent (“No object”) or positioned at various
angles in the whisking field.
(D) PSTHs of the responses in (C).
(E) Superimposed video images of the
whisker in the resting position (black) and
while touching the object (red, magenta).
(F–H) Spike count per cycle (F), interspike in-
tervals (G), and delays from protraction onset
to first spike (H), for the various angles of
whisker-object contact (mean � SD).

seem logical that Contact cells should be more sensitive cycles (Carvell and Simons, 1990, 1995). Thus, we exam-
ined encoding by neuronal variables that are well de-to backward deflections (i.e., passive deflection offset)

and Detach cells to forward deflections (i.e., passive fined within a single whisking cycle: delay from protrac-
tion onset to the first spike, spike count per cycle, anddeflection onset). To answer this question, we calcu-

lated DirIndex (spikes during forward deflection/spikes instantaneous firing rate (assessed by the average in-
terspike interval in a cycle).during backward deflection) for the 62 neurons tested

quantitatively with passive deflections. Twenty cells Each Touch and Whisking/Touch neuron was recorded
while an object was introduced at three different hori-(32%) responded only to protraction (DirIndex � 0). The

ratios of forward/backward responses for the remaining zontal positions. Figure 4 depicts the paradigm (panel
A), spike shape (panel B), and encoding scheme (panels42 cells (68%) ranged from 0.08 to 2.51. We found no

significant difference in directionality between the four C–H) of one Contact/Detach neuron. This neuron did not
respond during free-air whisking (Figure 4C, No object)main cell types (Touch, Whisking, Whisking/Touch, and

High Threshold; p � 0.48, Kruskal-Wallis) and Touch but did respond with a short burst upon contact with
the object (Figures 4C and 4D). It encoded horizontalcell subtypes (Contact, Pressure, Detach, and Contact/

Detach; p � 0.22). object position by time: the cell’s firing times, relative
to whisking onset, were reliable indicators of horizontalFor 70 of 80 cells recorded, we also assessed how

selectively they responded to passive, manual deflec- object position (R2 � 0.85, Figure 4H). In contrast, the
spike counts and instantaneous firing rate of this celltions of the whisker in four directions (up, down, forward,

and backward). We found no significant difference in did not provide any information about object position
(R2 � 0.06 and R2 � 0.01, Figures 4F and 4G, respec-direction sensitivity between any of the four main cell

types nor between different Touch cell subtypes (0.18 � tively).
We compared the amount of information conveyedp � 0.98, Kruskal-Wallis tests).

by temporal and rate coding by computing coefficients
of determination (R2) between horizontal contact anglesEncoding of Horizontal Object Position

During tactile discrimination behavior, rats appear to and the (1) delay to the first spike, (2) spike count per
cycle, and (3) average interspike interval per cycle. Fig-utilize information available in one or a few whisking
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In active sensing, the temporal phase of sensor move-
ment is directly related to its spatial position. To quantify
the encoding of spatial angles by Whisking and Whisking/
Touch cells, we computed angle fields, i.e., the ranges
of whisker angles for which they emitted spikes (Figure
6C), and spatial phases, i.e., the fractions of whisking
amplitude signaled by these spikes (Figure 6E). As ex-
pected from the distribution of temporal phase fields
(Figure 6A), angle fields of our sample were distributed
across the entire range of whisking angles tested with
these neurons (0�–30�) and covered the entire range of
spatial phases (0–1). Their onset position was highly
reliable across trials (SD of onset angle and phase
across all trials of an individual cell was 0.58� � 0.91�
and 0.018� � 0.003�, Figures 6D and 6F, respectively).
Whether these cells primarily encode temporal phase
of whisker movement, absolute whisker angle, or spatial
phase of whisker movement should be resolved in ex-
periments in which whisking timing, amplitude, and tra-
jectory are independently manipulated.

Stimulus-Locked Modulations
Figure 5. Encoding of Horizontal Object Position by Touch Cells In 21 out of 39 cases, detailed analysis of whisking
Coefficients of determination (R2) for individual Touch neurons’ linear trajectories revealed whisker micromovements of 0.3�
regressions of three neuronal variables against three angles of to 2.6� (median � 0.9�) superimposed on the main move-
whisker-object contact. Box plots show R2 distributions for 11 Con- ment pattern. These movement modulations had the
tact and Contact/Detach neurons (A), and nine Pressure neurons

same frequency (83 Hz) as that of the electrical current(B). Boxes represent the first (25%) to third (75%) quartile values,
pulses used to drive whisking (see Experimental Proce-line inside box indicates median, horizontal lines indicate range.
dures) and were visible from the moment the whiskerOutliers (�3 interquartile values from median) are indicated by stars.

Regressions were not computed for four neurons for which the approached maximum deflection until the end of the
range of horizontal object angles was very small (�5�). electrically driven whisker protraction. Pressure, tonic

Whisking, and tonic Whisking/Touch cells exhibited 83
Hz modulations in their responses (Figures 2 and 3),

ure 5 shows the median and range of R2, for each of which were phase locked to the whisker micromove-
these variables, for the Contact, Contact/Detach, and ments. The modulation depth [(max � min)/(max � min)]
Pressure cells of our sample. For Contact and Contact/ of the response was 0.47 � 0.29 for the Pressure cells
Detach cells, the temporal variable contained signifi- (n � 11) and 0.63 � 0.32 for the tonic Whisking and
cantly more information than the two rate variables (p � Whisking/Touch cells (n � 9) examined. This modulated
0.001, Kruskal-Wallis; Figure 5A). For Pressure cells, de- component of the response was not due to artifactual
lay to first spike and spike count conveyed a similar “spikes” spilling into the single-unit window of the spike
amount of information, and both these codes conveyed sorter, but a sensory response to the whisker micro-
more information than interspike interval (p � 0.024, movements (see Experimental Procedures).
Kruskal-Wallis; Figure 5B).

Discussion
Encoding of Whisker Position
We asked how much information about whisker position We found that during active touch in anesthetized rats,

individual NV neurons encoded four specific events:is conveyed by Whisking and Whisking/Touch cells. Do
they report only the onset and duration of movement? whisking, contact with object, pressure against object,

and detachment from object. Whisking neurons en-Or perhaps, as previously suggested (Fee et al., 1997),
they provide specific phase information that allows re- coded whiskers’ position with high precision by firing

at specific deflection angles. Touch neurons encodedconstruction of the whisker’s trajectory? To answer this
question, we computed the temporal phase fields of the horizontal object position by spike timing relative to

whisking onset.Whisking and Whisking/Touch cells (n � 27), i.e., the
range of temporal phases along the whisking cycle in These results are consistent with those of Zucker and

Welker, who observed a segregation between neuronswhich they emitted spikes (see Experimental Proce-
dures). While about half of the cells began firing in the responding to whisking and neurons responding to

touch in NV (Zucker and Welker, 1969), and with thosefirst 1/9 of the protraction cycle, firing times of the entire
population covered the entire protraction period (0–100 of Brown and Waite, who observed that such a segrega-

tion is still evident in the ventrobasal thalamus (Brownms), with six cells firing also during the retraction period
(Figure 6A). This phase encoding was reliable across and Waite, 1974). The repertoire of responses revealed

by our experiments can probably be accounted for bytrials (the SD of onset latencies across all trials of an
individual cell was 2.02 � 2.9 ms, Figure 6B; see also the rich repertoire of mechanoreceptors in the whisker

follicle, their type, location along the follicle, and theFigure 3C).
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Figure 6. Encoding of Whisker Position by Whisking and Whisking/Touch Cells During Free-Air Whisking

(A, C, and E) Firing fields. Each horizontal line represents temporal phases (A), angles (C), and spatial phases (E) along the whisking cycle in
which a Whisking (thick line) or Whisking/Touch (thin line) cell was active (see Experimental Procedures). Temporal phase is the delay from
protraction onset, angle is measured from resting position, and spatial phase is the angle divided by protraction amplitude. (B, D, and F)
Firing onsets. Each plot depicts temporal phases (B), angles (D), and spatial phases (F) at which Whisking (filled circles) or Whisking/Touch
(outlined squares) fired their first spike. Error bars represent standard deviation. Note that with low firing rates the average delay of the first
spike can be significantly larger than the delay at which the PSTH reaches its half-height (see Discussion in Sosnik et al., 2001). The rows in
which two lines (A, C, and E) or symbols (B, D, and F) are present represent cells that fired both during protraction and retraction. Cells are
ordered by onset phase (A, B, E, and F) or angle (C and D), independently for each panel.

configuration of their surrounding tissue (Ebara et al., Artificial versus Natural Whisking
The responses of NV neurons are unlikely to be affected2002; Rice et al., 1986). In fact, this anatomical repertoire

appears to allow even richer functional repertoire, which by the state of anesthesia (Maggi and Meli, 1986). There
are, however, other differences between our experimen-could most likely be exposed with different sensory

tasks. For example, it is likely that Pressure cells, which tal conditions and natural ones, which probably affect
the exact mechanics of whisker movement and its inter-have long, tonic responses and that can phase lock to

very small changes in stimulus intensity (Figure 2, see actions with the environment. In awake whisking ani-
mals, sympathetic and parasympathetic activation mon-also Gottschaldt and Vahle-Hinz, 1981), will exhibit a

richer repertoire of response while scanning various tex- itor blood supply to the follicle (Fundin et al., 1997),
which might affect not only its geometrical movementtures. Also other cell types, including our “High Thresh-

old” neurons, might exhibit additional response patterns parameters but also the sensitivity of mechanoreceptors
(Gottschaldt et al., 1973); whether similar effects occurdepending on texture parameters, scanning velocity,

and the radial distance of contact. Thus, a type attrib- during electrical stimulation of the facial nerve is not yet
known. In awake animals, whisker retraction probablyuted to an NV cell in this study does not represent the

sole function of the cell. Rather, it describes a particular involves activation of extrinsic facial muscles (Berg and
Kleinfeld, 2003), while in our artificial paradigm retractiontype of information conveyed by this cell in a given

context (object location in this case). In general, we do is passive. With artificial whisking, a small stimulus-
locked component (83 Hz in our case) is superimposednot think that neurons can be classified according to

rigid invariant types. We believe that a neuron’s re- on the main protraction trajectory. Finally, in awake ani-
mals, whisking patterns are not constant—they varysponse always depends on the context; in the case of

NV neurons, the major contextual factors appear to be across cycles (Carvell and Simons, 1990; Gao et al., 2001)
and between whisking bouts (O’Connor et al., 2002).the movement profile of the whisker and the nature of

the environment. Thus, although the principle of muscle-driven whisker
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Figure 7. Possible Encoding-Decoding
Schemes for Horizontal Object Position

(A) Spatiotemporal scheme. Outputs of Whisk-
ing cells (W, from Figure 6C) and a Contact
cell (C, from Figure 4D) are fed separately into
an array of cells that function as coincidence
or phase detectors (x). Horizontal object posi-
tions are coded, from posterior to anterior,
by red, orange, and magenta (as in Figure 4).
The output of the detectors’ array provides
a spatial code of horizontal object position
(colored firing profiles).
(B) Temporal scheme. Outputs of a popula-
tion of Whisking cells (W, from Figure 4A) and
a Contact cell (C, from Figure 4D) are summed
and then fed into a thalamocortical NPLL cir-
cuit of the paralemniscal pathway. Temporal
dispersion along this pathway broadens the
responses. The NPLL is composed of a thala-
mic phase detector (x; implemented by a set
of “relay” cells), cortical inhibitory neurons
(I), and cortical oscillators (�). The thalamic
neurons transfer only those input spikes that
coincide with the cortical gating feedback
(black pulse). Thus, responses to more poste-
rior locations, which decay earlier than those
to more anterior positions, will yield less
spikes. As a result, horizontal object position
is encoded by the spike count of the thalamic
neurons (Ahissar and Arieli, 2001; Ahissar et
al., 2000; Ahissar and Zacksenhouse, 2001).

movement and the basic pattern of movement trajectory The alternate encoding scheme, which is based on
interval coding, could be decoded by neuronal phase-are preserved in our experiments (compare, for example,

Figure 1A with Figure 2 in Gao et al., 2001), the details locked loops (NPLLs; Ahissar, 1998) of the paralemnis-
cal system (Ahissar and Arieli, 2001; Ahissar and Zack-of movements and mechanical interactions probably dif-

fer. However, while whisking movements during artificial senhouse, 2001; Kleinfeld et al., 1999) (Figure 7B). NPLLs
would receive the summed activity of Whisking and Con-and natural conditions may differ in detail, the principles

by which movement properties are encoded in neuronal tact neurons, detect the temporal interval between
them, and translate it to a spike-count code. This tempo-responses should be similar.
ral-to-rate transformation mechanism is described in
detail elsewhere (Ahissar, 1998). Briefly, the cortical os-Possible Encoding-Decoding Schemes

According to our results, horizontal object position (in cillators lock to the firing of Whisking cells with a certain
phase lag. A gating signal sent from the cortex to thala-whisker-related coordinates) is encoded by (1) coinci-

dent firing of individual Whisking and Contact cells, and mic neurons (“gate”) would select the later period of
NV firing. The more anterior positions, whose contact(2) the temporal interval between onset firing of Whisking

cells and firing of Contact cells. signals appear in a later period of protraction, would
thus produce higher spike counts (Ahissar, 1998; Ahis-An efficient way to understand these encoding schemes

would be to ask: how could the encoded information sar and Zacksenhouse, 2001) (see output of NPLL in
Figure 7B). In this temporal scheme, the decoding pro-be extracted, or read out, by downstream neuronal cir-

cuits? Temporal coincidences between Whisking and cess is facilitated by the inherent temporal dispersion
of the paralemniscal system, which broadens the inputContact cells could be read out by an array of coinci-

dence (Jeffress, 1948) or phase (Ahissar, 1998) detectors, signals and, thus, increases sensitivity to phase differ-
ences (Ahissar and Arieli, 2001; Ahissar and Kleinfeld,i.e., cells whose outputs depend sharply or gradually,

respectively, on the temporal phase difference between 2003; Ahissar et al., 2000, 2001; Ahissar and Zacksen-
house, 2001; Sosnik et al., 2001).their inputs (Figure 7A). When fed by an array of Whisking

cells whose phase fields span the protraction period Decoding of horizontal object position would probably
benefit from a combination of these two schemes, which(Figure 7A, left) and by a unified signal of Contact cells,

this array of detector cells should generate an output seem to provide complementary sets of working ranges
and resolutions. Cooperation between these two mech-whose spatial firing profile would be specific for every

contact angle (Figure 7A, right). Decoding accuracy in anisms might even be required to allow the reading of
the decoded spatial code of the spatiotemporal scheme—this spatiotemporal scheme would be impaired by any

addition of temporal dispersion, which suggests that since the spatial code is valid only during the protraction
periods of single whisking cycles, it must be read by asuch a decoding should be performed by the lemniscal

pathway of the vibrissal system, whose neuronal re- mechanism that can phase lock to the whisking cycle.
Such cooperation might explain why cortical cells ex-sponses are tightly locked to stimulus timing (Ahissar

et al., 2000; Diamond et al., 1992). hibit phase coding during whisking in free air (Fee et al.,
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1997), while output cells of the spatiotemporal scheme explain why cells that were not activated by whisking
were activated by passive deflection stimuli, as theseare expected to remain silent if no contact occurs (Figure

7A). Phase coding during whisking in free air is indeed stimuli are of high acceleration (Sosnik et al., 2001) and
act directly on the whisker’s shaft, thus bypassing theexpected in the cortex when assuming an integration

of temporal and spatiotemporal schemes (Ahissar and isolation provided by the blood sinuses.
Kleinfeld, 2003).

Difference between Passive
Which Receptors Provide the Whisking and Active Responses
and Touch Inputs? In classical studies, NV neurons have usually been clas-
There are at least six types of mechanoreceptors in the sified according to their responses to sustained passive
whisker FSC. These receptors are distributed across all deflections (Lichtenstein et al., 1990; Shoykhet et al.,
levels of the FSC starting from the epidermal rete ridge 2000; Zucker and Welker, 1969). As a first step toward
collar (RRC), through the outer and inner conical body understanding the relation between active and passive
(OCB and ICB), the ringwulst (Rw), the ring sinus (RS) responses, we applied passive deflection stimuli that
to the cavernous sinus (CS) (Ebara et al., 2002; Rice et would yield whisker movements similar to active move-
al., 1986, 1993). The types of events to which a particular ments, i.e., forward-backward deflections of amplitude
receptor is sensitive should be determined by the type roughly similar to the artificial whisking amplitude (see
of the receptor and its location in the FSC. Our results Experimental Procedures). We found out that responses
indicate that the receptive event space of an individual of a given NV cell to these stimuli provide only limited
NV cell is restricted and well defined, which is not sur- information about its responses in the active mode. For
prising, since each ganglion cell receives input from only example, knowing that a cell is RA allows one to predict
one precisely localized receptor type (Ebara et al., 2002). that its active response will most likely be phasic but not

Why do not all of the mechanoreceptors in the FSC whether it reports whisking or touch in the active mode.
respond to free-air whisking? We speculate that the Possibly, an exhaustive set of passive deflection tests
type of a receptor’s response depends primarily on its might provide more information about active encoding
location in relation to the blood sinuses (RS and CS; by first-order neurons. For example, phase encoding by
see Figure 1 in Ebara et al., 2002). Receptors that are Whisking cells might be related to their velocity sensitivi-
situated between the blood sinuses and the whisker ties (Gibson and Welker, 1983; Shoykhet et al., 2000),
shaft should be much less affected by free-air whisking, and the switch from phasic to tonic firing of Whisking/
when there should be almost no tension between the Touch cells might be related to both their velocity and
blood sinuses and the whisker shaft. These receptors, directional sensitivities (see Figure 1 in Lichtenstein et
however, would be activated by touch; when the whisker al., 1990). It should be emphasized, however, that the
touches an object during movement, it presses against conditions during active protraction, when the FSC is
the blood sinuses opposite to the direction of the force actively pulled by intrinsic muscles, cannot be repro-
applied by the intrinsic muscles. In contrast, receptors duced by passive deflection stimuli that act only on the
located in the RRC, OCB, and ICB should be sensitive external shaft of the whisker. Thus, it is most likely that
to whisking in free air. They are not protected by blood at least some response patterns can be observed only
sinuses and therefore should respond to the tension in the active mode.
that develops between the moving follicle and the sur- Understanding of sensory computation depends cru-
rounding tissue. Consistent with this hypothesis is the cially on knowing the input signals. This study demon-
finding that the RRC Merkel receptors and the ICB lan- strates the necessity of examining vibrissal input signals
ceolate receptors are the only receptors distributed in the active mode. It remains to be discovered whether
preferentially along the planes parallel to the direction a similar necessity holds for other sensory modalities,
of whisker movement (Ebara et al., 2002); the latter are such as manual touch or vision.
present only in whisking species (Mosconi et al., 1993;

Experimental ProceduresEbara et al., 2002). Which of these receptors are sensi-
tive to whisking only and which to whisking and touch

Animal Preparations and Electrophysiologyprobably depends on additional factors, such as their
Experiments were performed on 21 male Albino Wistar rats weighing

anatomical type and orientation. Since the upper sec- 200–300 g. Animal maintenance, manipulations, and surgeries were
tions of the follicle (the RRC, OCB, and ICB) are inner- conducted in accordance with NIH standards. Surgical procedures

were performed under general anesthesia with intraperitoneal injec-vated by the superficial vibrissal nerve while the lower
tion of urethane (1.5 g/kg). Supplemental doses of anesthesia (10%)sections, i.e., the RS and CS, by the deep vibrissal nerve
were administered when required. Atropine methyl nitrate (0.3 mg/(Rice et al., 1986; Waite and Jacquin, 1992), it might be
kg, i.m.) was administered to prevent respiratory complication. An-that the Whisking responses are conveyed mostly by
esthetized animals were secured in a stereotaxic device (SR-6; Na-

the superficial nerve while Touch responses are con- rishige; Japan). Body temperature was maintained at 37�C. An open-
veyed by the deep nerve. ing was made in the skull overlying the left trigeminal ganglion, and

tungsten microelectrodes (0.5–1 M�, Alpha Omega Engineering,The extent to which the blood sinuses isolate the
Israel) were lowered according to known stereotaxic coordinates ofreceptors must depend on the parameters of move-
NV (Shoykhet et al., 2000) until units drivable by whisker stimulationsment—the isolation is expected to decrease with in-
were encountered. Standard methods for single-unit recordingscreased accelerations. Furthermore, when the whisker
were used (Sosnik et al., 2001). Single-units were sorted by spike

shaft is used as a lever to move the follicle against static templates. We considered units as single only if they had homoge-
muscles, as in passive deflections, the rules for receptor nous spike shapes that did not overlap with other units or noise and

if they exhibited refractory periods of �1 ms in their autocorrelationactivation should be different. These two factors might
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histograms. Artifacts produced by electrical stimulation were iso- directionality of the response by pushing the whisker up, down,
forward, and backward with a hand-held probe and listening to thelated by the online spike sorter (MSD-3.21; Alpha-Omega Engi-

neering) and removed from unit recordings. audio feedback of the isolated unit.

Analysis of Neuronal DataArtificial Whisking
Trajectories of whisker movements were analyzed offline, with cus-We induced artificial whisking by stimulating the buccal motor
tom-written MATLAB applications. Statistical analysis was donebranch of the facial nerve (Semba and Egger, 1986). The nerve was
with MINITAB (Minitab Inc), except for regressions, which were com-cut, its distal end mounted on bipolar silver electrodes, and was
puted with MATLAB. For non-normally distributed data (p � 0.05;kept moist by brief washes with warm saline between periods of
Anderson-Darling), nonparametric tests were used to compare sam-stimulation. We applied bipolar rectangle electrical pulses (0.5–4.0
ples. All error bars indicate standard deviation. Raster plots andV, 83 Hz, 40 	s duration; parameters adapted from Brown and Waite,
PSTHs (1 ms bins, smoothed by convolution with a triangle of area1974) through an isolated pulse stimulator (2 x ISO-Flex; A.M.P.I.
1 and a base of �10 ms) were computed and examined for all trainsIsrael). All stimulation parameters except the voltage were identical
of each cell. For quantitative analyses, four consecutive cycles werein all recordings. The stimulation voltage was adjusted (within the
analyzed for each cell: cycles seven through ten of the 3 s trainsrange of 0.5–4 V) at the beginning of each recording session to the
and cycles four through seven of the 2 s trains. Average responseminimal value that reliably generated the maximal possible move-
latencies were computed from PSTHs as the delay from externalment amplitude. Artificial whisking was composed of active protrac-
events to 1/2 peak response. We analyzed neuronal encoding bytion and passive retraction; components of active retraction, such
computing delay to first spike, spike count per cycle, and averageas those recently observed (Berg and Kleinfeld, 2003), were not in-
interspike interval, for each whisking cycle, as well as their meansduced.
and SDs across trials (Sosnik et al., 2001). Delay to first spike andThe electrical stimulation often induced whisker micromovements
latency to 1/2 peak behaved similarly for Touch, Whisking/Touch,superimposed on the main movement pattern. Tonic neurons also
and Whisking neurons (paired t test, p � 0.95, 0.68, and 0.54, respec-exhibited 83 Hz modulations in their responses, which were phase
tively). The width of angle and phase fields of Whisking neuronslocked to the whisker micromovements (see Results). This modu-
were estimated from the PSTHs as the range of angles or phaseslated component of the response was not due to artifactual “spikes”
for which the cell’s response was higher than half of its maximal re-spilling into the single-unit window of the spike sorter because (1)
sponse.artifactual “spikes” were isolated by a dedicated template, (2) spike

To classify the cells’ passive response type, we calculated Adap-isolations were monitored online and examined offline (no artifactual
tation Index (AdIndex) � sustained response/onset response, where“spikes” were observed in single-unit windows), and (3) spikes of
sustained and onset responses were the spike counts betweenindividual cells did not occur at the moment of nerve stimulation
100–400 ms and 0–20 ms, respectively, from stimulus onset (back-but rather with a constant delay that matched the sensory delay of
ground spikes were not subtracted). We classified cells withthe main response. In two experiments, we varied the motor nerve
AdIndex � 0 as RA and those with AdIndex � 0 as SA. This classifica-stimulation frequency in the 50–100 Hz range; the micromovement
tion is biased toward SA: a single spike fired in the 100–400 msfrequency tracked the stimulation frequency of the nerve, and the
period was enough to classify a cell as SA.modulations of the neuronal response remained locked to modula-

tions of whisker movement.
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